Optimizing Puzzle Touch (Casual Game)

Introduction

Puzzle Touch, developed by Greenfield Technologies*, rose swiftly to become one of the top 10 games in the Windows* Marketplace. It is a highly interactive puzzle game where the gamer uses touch or a mouse to move and rotate puzzle pieces into their proper place. The difficulty can be modified by choosing the number of pieces that a puzzle will be broken into, or playing with a moving image (video puzzle). Touch capability was included in the initial release by the developer, and consumers loved the concept.

Three main issues arose during our analysis. First, we noticed that the game loaded slowly. Then, the game lagged in certain spots. Finally, we discovered that using the touch interface consumed more power than when the gamer used a mouse, and there was additional unnecessary power consumption when the game idled. With these issues defined, we got to work and used publicly available tools to optimize the power and responsiveness of the application.

Intel collaborated with Greenfield Technologies to improve the performance and power usage of Puzzle Touch on Ultrabook™ PCs. Prior to contacting Greenfield Technologies, we looked for ways to improve rendering speed and power usage. After analyzing the performance of the game using the Microsoft* Performance Analyzer (WPA) and other tools, we realized there were issues that we could help resolve.
We tested the game on a 3rd Generation Intel® Core™ i5 Mobile Processor, and used Intel® Power Gadget and Battery Life Analyzer to determine the power usage in the game.

**Optimizing the Game**

**Shortening Load Times**
Initially, there was a prolonged load time for Puzzle Touch, which troubled us. We selected a 36-piece puzzle to test the launch time, and with this puzzle, the app took 9.2 seconds to launch.

![Figure 1: Windows Performance Analyzer shows CPU activity spikes up to 40% during 9.2 seconds loading time](image)

Since this time seemed excessive, we analyzed the startup of the app with the Windows Performance Analyzer (WPA) tool. Plotting the 36 piece puzzle with animation on screen that uses graphics for rendering (the game uses XAML/DX framework) should have low CPU utilization (~10-15%) and should take less than four seconds on 3rd Generation ULV Processor. Comparing the performance metrics with the game launch time, we discovered launch optimizations by examining the CPU overtime in xPerf. WPA is useful for showing CPU usage over time, analyzing the call stack, and performing periodic/wait analysis. Figure 1 shows “% CPU Usage” graph for the game launch time. The X-axis represents CPU Utilization in percent, while the Y-axis represents time in seconds. In this case, it shows a series of spikes in CPU activity during the launch period. These spikes consistently reached 40% and higher during the game launch.

After looking through the CPU utilization and loading time, we examined ways to optimize the launch time and lower the resource utilization. We analyzed the game launch application and provided feedback to Greenfield Technologies.

**Optimizing Launch Time**
When a player opens a game, the app places puzzle pieces randomly on the screen. Initially, there was a delay in the placement, so we looked for the cause.
We used the WPA to find the time spent in threads, and the Windows Performance Recording (WPR) to collect the data. We checked CPU Usage and GPU Activity to perform the analysis. We started the collection and switched to the app. As the game load time was part of our study, we opened the “Difficult Level” of the game. Once all puzzle pieces were placed, we switched to WPA and stopped the collection.

![Figure 2: User interface for Windows Performance Recorder](image)

Next, we began our analysis. We used WPA to open the trace file and analyzed the loading time issues.
**Figure 3: The explorer in WPA for the opened trace file.**

To begin the analysis, we dragged and dropped CPU Usage (Precise) to the explorer. Figure 4 shows the overtime view of loading the game. The X-axis denotes time in seconds. The Y-axis shows CPU Utilization. Multiple threads were spawned by the process, as seen by opening the thread stack. We arranged the columns as shown in Figure 4. ReadThreadStack shows the stack of the readying thread, Ready(us) denotes the difference in SwitchInTime(s) and ReadyTime(s). SwitchInTime(s) is defined by the time when the new thread was readied. Wait(s) is defined as difference in ReadTime(s) minus LastSwitchOuttime(s).
Next, we performed a wait analysis and critical path analysis on different threads, which provided insight on which thread took more time. The critical path is the longest path through the set of operations. Reducing the length of critical path directly reduces the time taken for the activity. An activity is a set of operations that flow from the start to the end event. To find critical path in WPA we sorted the column: “CPU Usage, Wait and Ready”.

**Figure 4: Windows Performance Analyzer Overtime view**

**Figure 5: Call Graph for Wait Analysis**
In Figure 6, sorting by CPU Usage (ms) shows a top child row of 1731 milliseconds. Sorting by Ready (us) [Sum] shows a top child row of 67ms. Sorting by Waits (us) [Sum] shows a top child row of 18694 milliseconds, and a second row of 4902 milliseconds. These rows had a dominant and significant contribution, so were the next to be investigated.

Opening the stacks, we saw the calls made by the thread for Ready/Waits and CPU Usage. Figure 7 shows different calls made by the application that caused performance issues. BufferStreamFlush waited for 18msec while accessing the thumbnails for every puzzle.
Another call stack showed critical path where ThreadID 4016 waited for ThreadID 2972 to finish for 11msec before context switched out. Optimizing the interaction between these two threads can gain 11msec for every puzzle drawn on the screen.

Figure 7: Call stack showing Storage Access

Figure 8: Call Stack showing Wait Analysis
Other stacks we observed were related to Semaphore and tick activities. We provided the feedback of our analysis to Greenfield Technologies, and were able to optimize the app’s loading time.

![Figure 9: Call Stack showing top issues identified with Windows Performance Analyzer](image)

Finding the critical path is very important for performance and user experience optimization. The use of an efficient API can boost the game’s performance and save power consumption. Optimizing the calls for loading resulted in a significant performance gain. For a consistent and smooth frame presentation, at a frame rate of 60 frames per second, each frame must complete the presentation in 16 ms (vblank-to-vblank). Out of this time, the CPU budget is 4 ms and the GPU budget is 8 ms. Since much of the work of setting up a frame and rendering it is serialized, this leaves 4 ms of head-room to deal with activities such as cache misses and other core interferences that may prevent achieving a consistent frame rate. Removing the dependency between threads helped to reduce the game loading time from 9.2 seconds to 7.9 seconds.

![Figure 10: Overtime view after Optimization](image)

**Controlling the Power**

When using the touch interface while playing the game, we noticed a significant impact on power consumption as analyzed by the Intel Battery Life Analyzer. Figure 11 shows the mouse vs. touch power impact. The Y-axis is power in watts, while the x-axis is timeline in seconds. During first ~110 seconds the application was running at idle and after that, the graph shows a scenario of playing the game with
touch and mouse. Intel Battery Life Analyzer at idle shows significant wakeup causing C0-state package residency at 9.74% (goal is ~95%).

![Graph showing package power over baseline](image)

**Figure 11:** *Once active input begins, power usage stays consistently high when using touch*

To analyze the cause of the wakeup, we used WPA to analyze the trace. We opened the CPU Usage (Precise) to find the call stack of the calls.

The call stack in Figure 12 shows use of DirectX and XAML render for full surface every monitor refresh rate. Use of Virtual SIS when there is no user input after some time duration can have significant saving at idle. Removing the extra render at idle and decreasing the fps when no user input was present created significant power savings.
Figure 12: Call stack showing Periodic Activity

Result: Significant saving due to change in software architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before Optimization</th>
<th>Touch Playing (%)</th>
<th>After Optimization</th>
<th>Touch Playing (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Package C0-C1</td>
<td>9.74</td>
<td>Package C0-C1</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package C2</td>
<td>1.823</td>
<td>Package C2</td>
<td>1.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package C3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Package C3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package C6</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>Package C6</td>
<td>0.947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Package C7</td>
<td>87.31</td>
<td>Package C7</td>
<td>94.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Conclusion**

Power and performance are both important metrics for a positive user experience. Windows 8 Modern UI applications must be optimized for lower power and better responsiveness. Tools such as WPA and Intel Battery Life Analyzer are important for optimization of the user experience.
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